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The car‐parking limit of random sequential adsorption: Expansions in one
dimension
Abstract
We consider the irreversible random sequential adsorption of particles taking ksites at a time, on a
one‐dimensional lattice. We present an exact expansion for the coverage,
θ(t,k)=A0(t)+A1(t)k−1+A2(t)k−2+..., for times, 0≤t≤O(k), and at saturation t=∞. The former is new and the
latter extends Mackenzie’s results [ J. Chem. Phys. 37, 723 (1962)]. For these expansions, we note that the
coefficients Ai≥1(∞) are not obtained as large‐t limits of the Ai≥1(t). Finally, we comment on the Laurent
expansions for general O(k)<<em>t<∞, which reveal the occurrence of additional kn terms, with n≳0.
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There has been much recent interest in random se-
quential adsorption (RSA) models involving the irrevers-
ible random deposition of non-overlapping objects. 1 Depo-
sition ceases when only empty spaces remain smaller than 
the depositing objects, and the system is ''jammed'' in a 
nonequilibrium state. Both lattice and continuum versions 
of RSAhave been studied.2- 8 In the former, one might 
deposit k-mers (filling k contiguous sites) on a linear lat-
tice, kXk-mers on a square lattice, .... In the k-+ 00 limit 
(after rescaling the lattice spacing a, so I=ka is fixed, and 
the deposition rate per site R, so r=R/a is fixed), one 
obtains continuum "car-parking" problems involving dep- -
osition of intervals of length I on the line, aligned IX I 
squares on the plane, .... 
The nature of the k --> 00 limit at jamming was consid-
ered in a classic 1962 paper by Mackenzle5 for one dimen-
sion. This issue finds current application in the analysis of 
"discretization" effects in simulation studies of continuum 
problems.4,8 We are thus motivated to extend Mackenzie's 
work. We derive an exact expansion for the coverage with 
k-mers in one dimension, of the form e(t,k) =Ao(t) 
+A1(t)k- 1+A2(t)k-2 + ... , for times, O<J<.O(k), and 
also at jamming t= 00. The former isonew and the latter 
extends Mackenzie's results.5 For these expansions, we 
note that the coefficients At;;> 1 (00) are not obtained as 
large-t limits of the Ai;;' 1 (t) from the t<.O(k) expansion. 
Finally we comment on the Laurent expansions for general 
O(k) < t < 00, which reveal the occurrence of additional k n 
terms, with n > O. 
The RSA problem in one dimension is exactly solv-
able,1,6 e.g., for the probabilities P(m,t,k), of finding at 
time t an empty sequence of m lattice sites (with m;;'l). 
The coverage, the fraction of lattice sites covered with ob-
jects, is simply defined as e(t,k) = 1-P(1,t,k). For an ini-
tially empty lattice, [i.e., P(m,O,k) = 1, 'lim], one obtains6 
ik[l-exPC-Tlkl] e(T,k) = du o 
{ i u [1-(1-V/k)k-ll! Xexp -2 dv . , o __ v (1) 
in the variable T = rlt. Cases with small k are easy to in-
tegrate explicitly. The jamming (or saturation) limit cor-
responds to letting T --> 00, at fixed k, thus obtaining the 
jamming coverage, 
(k { (U [1-(1-V/k)k-l 1! 
e( oo,k) = Jo du exp -2 Jo dv v . 
(2) 
From Eq. (2), a systematic derivation of the 11k-Taylor 
expansion for the jamming coverage, e( oo,k) =Ao( 00) 
+Al (00 )!k+A2 ( 00 )/k?+ ... , is possible. We give explicit 
expressions for the first three coefficients. [That for A2 ( 00 ) 
is new.] Essentially one has to evaluate derivatives of 
e( oo,k), with respect to 11k, in the limit when k--- 00. The 
main complication in this derivation is that both the k 
dependence of the upper limit of the u integral in Eq. (2), 
and the k dependence of the integrand, provide contribu-
tions to the coefficients. It is useful to introduce the series 
(l-v/k)k-l= [1+ (v-V/2)/k+ (V-5v3/6+v4/8)!~ 
+"']exp(-v), for v/k> 1. One then readily obtains 
Ao( (0) =e( 00,(0) = fo'" dU~XP[ -2 f: dv l_:-V ] 
=0.747598 ... , (3) 
[ ik l-e-V] - lim k 2 exp - 2 dv---:;-k-oo 0 
=0.531 417 ... -e-2r=0.216 181..., (4) 
[ lu l-e-V] Xexp -2 dv v -2 lim k? o k-oo 
1 -2 
=2{0.702985 ... -2e ,}=0.036 255 9.... (5) 
Here r is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, defined as the 
limk_oo[f~dv v- 1(1-e- v ) -In k]=0.5772 .... The result 
in Eq. (5) is to be compared with Mackenzie's5 empirical 
estimate (0.0360). The algebra for higher coefficients is 
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progressively more cumbersome, but otherwise straightfor-
ward. 
The next natural question regards the convergence of a 
series expansion for ()( T,k), with respect to k, for strictly 
finite T. First consider the case T < 21Tk. One can start with 
the time derivative of Eq. (1), written in the form9 
d()(T,k) {I IT 
dT exp -k 0 du(1-2e- U ) 
-2 du----------I T l-exp(-u) u/k } o u exp(u/k) -1 . (6) 
Next note that, for U<21Tk, one has (u/k)[exp(u/k) 
-1]-1=1-Bou/(2k)+B!u2/(2Jc2)-···, where the 
Bn>o's are the Bernoulli numbers, 1, 116, 1130, .... Thus 
for T < 21Tk, it follows that Eq. (6) can be reduced to 
d()(T,k) 00 II exp[cpn( T,k)], 
n=O .. dT (7) 
(8) 
and 
2B IT . 
CPn>2(T,k) = (_l)n-l [2(n_l)n]~~(n-1) 0 du U2n - 3 
-u _ CPn(T) .. 
X(1-e )=~(n-l). . (9) 
Finally, expanding Eq. (7) in powers of 11k, and integrat-
ing for T < 21Tk, yields 
00 An(T) 
()( T,k) = n~o -----p-' (10) 
with 
Ao(T) =()(T,oo) 
= IT dvexp[cpo(v)] ~0.747 598 ... , (11) 
o T-es>· 
A!(T)= IT dVCPl(v)exp[cpo(v)] ~0.373 799 ... , .'. 
o T· 
-es> . (12) 
A 2(T) = IT dv[cpi~v) +CP2(V) )exP[CPo(V)] ~ - 00, 
o T-oo (13) 
A 3(T)= fo
T dv[CPf~V) +CP!(V)CP2(V) )exP[cpo(V)] 
~-oo, (14) 
T-oo . 
A (T)=.i T d [CPi(v) CPl(V)2cp2(V) CP2(V)2 -t. ( »)" 
4 0 v 24 + 2 + 2 +'/'3 V 
Xexp[cpo(v)] ~ +00, etc. (15) 
Figure 1 shows the T dependence of these first five coeffi-
cients for To<lO. Note that the An>! (T) do not recover the 
saturation values An>! (00) in the limit of large T [all the 
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FIG. 1. The coefficients Ao through A4 , of Eqs. (11)-(15), as functions 
of the time variable T = rlt. 
An>2 in Eq. (10) diverge in this limit]. This is not surpris-
ing since the expansion (10) defining the An (T) is only 
valid for T < 21Tk. 
To obtain expansions for ()(T,k) with T>21Tk, one is 
led to consider expansions of f( u) = (u/k) / (eu1k -1) for 
u > 21Tk. The analytic continuation of f( u) into the com-
plex plane has simple poles at the nonzero imaginary roots 
of the denominator, U= ±iq' 21Tk with q= 1,2, .... Thus in 
each annulus q' 21Tk < I u I < (q+ 1) . 21Tk, with q= 1,2, ... , 
one obtains for feu) a Laurent expansionlO with both neg-
~tive and positive powers in u/k. [The case q=O would 
recover the series (7) derived above.] The second integral 
inthe exponential in Eq. (6) can then be partitioned cor-
responding to these annuli, and the appropriate Laurent 
expansion used. The end result: separate Laurent expan-
sions for ()(k,T) obtain for each interval q' 21Tk < T < (q 
+ 1) . 21Tk, which include positive powers k n [whose coef-
ficients are O(1Irn)]. This is likely to be the case also in 
dimensions d> 1, for times O(kd ) < T< 00 (see Ref. 3). 
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